Game-Based Learning for Time Management and Personal Productivity
We’ve taken this simple truth and created a revolutionary learning game, Triskelion.

Triskelion combines an in-depth course, a virtual-world simulator and a thrilling adventure video game played to see, practice and learn time management skills.

Playing Triskelion, employees travel to Cairo, Granada, Rome and other exotic locations as they follow in the footsteps of a treasure-seeking history professor uncovering clues that lead to discovering the philosopher Seneca’s Secret Order of Wisdom, and reveal centuries-old hidden secrets for happiness and success.

With over fifteen hours of playing time –the equivalent to two days intensive classroom learning– Triskelion allows an employee to discover a complete time management system already enjoyed by tens of thousands of employees from some 600 companies.

As employees play Triskelion, a virtual world-simulator analyzes their performance and gives personalized feedback to instill learning as they progress through the game. So, not only do employees see time management lessons as they would watching a (probably boring) video, they actually do time management in a virtual world and, therefore, really learn.

With 90% completion rates, over 99% of players recommend Triskelion and say its tips and tools have real world application.
Thanks to Triskelion, the user:

- Learns how to plan, prioritize and accomplish objectives
- Discovers tips, tools and techniques to manage its work so they make better decisions
- Finds methods to avoid procrastination, be more efficient and enhances its professional contribution
- Understands how focusing and simplifying foster personal productivity, reduce stress and allow for better job performance

Thanks to Triskelion, the company:

- Achieves high completion rates, applicability and engagement (and fun!)
- Develops skills much more effectively, thanks to the experiential learning and personalized feedback
- Acquires a cost-effective (training at online prices) and quick to transmit a consistent message in different geographic locations
- Fosters an objective-focused approach and results-oriented work ethic
- Improves efficiency of processes
- Enhances initiative and pro-activity
- Shows A well-deserved reputation as a forward-thinking provider of cutting-edge training solutions

---

- Available in several languages
- Online follow-up of each participant activity and progress
- No software installation. Cloud based
- Only Internet access and Flash Player required
Course Section I: Plan

- Learn to define goals, develop plans and discover strategies to achieve them
- Learn and practice prioritizing so you regain control of your life, find your life-balance and improve results
- Learn how to manage the T-DL©, a tool that will help you make decisions without losing sight of your priorities, improving your concentration and your efficiency

Course Section II: Manage

- Discover the Triskelion process for making decisions that reduce your workload, manage your in-box and execute tasks faster
- Find ways to keep life and work neat and organized
- Achieve total control over your commitments and pending tasks
- Design your own personal productivity system and boost your efficiency while reducing your stress levels

Course Section III: Do It Now!

- Increase execution accuracy and speed
- Improve concentration. Reduce distractions
- Boost performance thanks to the Looped Focused Workflow (LFW©)

Course Section IV: Focus

- Learn how focusing fosters productivity
- Discover efficient prioritization
- Free up time by saying “no”, to others and to yourself
- Simplify your life
- Simplify your work
Gamelearn is leader in soft skills training through video games. With 15 years of experience, it has trained more than 100,000 professionals and boosted performance in more than 600 companies all over the world.

Our course-video games contribute to the development of the essential skills required for personal and professional success: leadership, negotiation and time management.

To learn more about Gamelearn and its pioneering training model, visit: www.game-learn.com
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